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Synopsis
Word Search Puzzle Book: Contains 78 entertaining and engaging word search puzzles with subjects adults will especially enjoy. 15x15 word find grids, each containing about 30 words each. Solutions are included at the back in case you need to take a peek. The perfect size: not too small to be annoying, but not so big as to be cumbersome. High quality paper will hold up to lots of penciling.
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Customer Reviews
I really like this book. I usually buy the puzzle books at the store. Magazine-like books printed on thin paper and have lots of ads. This is more the quality of a paper back book. So far I have enjoyed the puzzles.

Personally I was expecting a bigger book but the size does remind me of my old elementary school tablet's from the 1970's. I absolutely enjoy puzzle's because they keep me aware of spelling error's and word's I don't use on a daily basis. Like my daily diary of youth Word Search puzzle's are a reminder of summer activities or a aid to help pass the time along while traveling on Planes or railway transportation. This book is best for adults and high school level kids may desire to delve into this brain-teaser..

The pages are good if you used a marker/highlighter; the pages don't bleed through. Just thought the word searches would be more complicated, since it is FOR ADULTS.
Bought this for my elderly mother who fills her time with solitaire and puzzles. She loves these puzzles.

It has a lot of good puzzles. Great for the price!

I ENJOYED THIS BOOK VERY MUCH.

Nice item, and helpful for my brain. But it’s too thin. Maybe purchase more others books style with thicker than that. Thanks for great book.

Bought for the wife. This is a brain teaser that keeps you on your toes. Recommend it for those into puzzle books.
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